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Asha SV chapter Meeting: 2/13/13
Attendees: Vijit, Vinod, Kalyan, Manisha, Tanvi, Prateek, Madhu, Minali, Jigish, Tanvi*, Raghu, Anand*, Vallabh Pandey*,
Jayant.

* On Phone

Saividya Upasamiti

Dr. Bist had made a presentation last year on the renewal
Now we are due for a mid year update
This was a support a school program when it started-to provide educational support for schools in Kulethi
now there is library and a science center and the government opened a middle school because of the progress
that Saividya was making
right now this is one of the largest schools we are supporting
the project has developed an innovative way to monitor themselves and the schools, called knowledge club.
it is comprised of teachers, retirees, etc. and this group makes recommendations on the way the schools are
doing.
The project has been able to develop and encourage children to excel. 
we found out today that two Saividya students received the National Talent Search NTS scholarship
Pratham, another NGO, contacted Saividya and wanted to do a science workshop
The science workshops are well attended by the children from the middle schools
It appears that Pratham is very interested in coming to Saividya more often and interested in working to develop a
lot more activities for Saividya children
The project organizes a National Science Event which will happen later this year.
the teacher training that Saividya does is open to all teachers in all schools around.
The project is benefitted by having a lot of contacts in the community
Saividya is also trying to do some vocational training but that did not take traction. The issue is providing
employment after training people. So for now Saividya is not doing vocational training at all.
have any saividya teachers transitioned to being government teachers? No because all saividya teachers are not
certified to apply for government teaching jobs. 
The students in the new middle school are all doing well because of the benefits they have gotten from Saividya
This project does really good work but the issue is whether they are sustainable. 
One of the things we might want to continue doing is to encourage them to look for an alternate stream of funding-
maybe they should build in money for a grant writer in the organization so they can focus on trying to get alternate
sources of funding.
for the renewal process we want to see a plan from the project about how to get new fundings, how to help the
teachers grow
Need to come up with a sustainability plan - so we want to hear from them about their sustainability efforts or
alternate funding sources, etc.
How do we take what we have done so far for a project like saividya and scale it up? Would it involve working with
local Asha India chapter? 
the second installment will be released and Vijit will take things offline.

CITRIX UPDATE

The breakfast at Citrix was their global days of giving starting from April to the end of the year
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Citrix has given a task list to the agencies that showed up at breakfast and the agency can pick up the projects
from their task list
Tanvi believes that there are things in their list that we can do.

MEET UP GROUP

Meet up is a website where you can propose a group to meet
people who are new to town look for ways to get involved through meet up
it is a website where you can send a public invite
it is $72 for 6 months-do not know if they have a non profit rate
we could try it out for 6 months and see what happens-new comers look at meet up for events.
it is like creating a facebook event
Simi has a meet up group right now which started originally as an Asha trial
could we start it as a TA publicity item and take it up there

IO 

we need volunteers-
on that note, talking about Mausaki wanting to do an event for us
all we have to do is set up ticketing and booth at the event
we get free publicity through the concert
we have to define with him that we will do minimal marketing-may send it to our volunteer base
there is a lot of effort on the ticketing-so getting about 5% is not worth.
both our kick offs are in March and 3 weekends are gone.
we should email him and say thank you but no thank you-we are happy to give him our banner for a donation if he
wants to use the non profit discount. come back in a lean month because we appreciate his offer
Protima will write or talk to him so he understands why we cannot partner for March 29th 2013.

QUIZ

Like the Facebook event
share it with your friends
we have a lot of events lined up
we have to make sure we are not stepping on each other’s toes because of the number of events that are going
on.
let us try and focus on the events that are coming up
biking kick off people should have publicity ready at quiz

Vallabhbhai Fellowship-ON PHONE FROM INDIA-VALLABH PANDEY

Asha Trust admin responsibilities (IT return, FCRA, home ministry updates, etc.) 
manages all the items that are related to day to day function
also he conducts workshops for RTI, RTE, and NREGA
every thursday there are RTI office timings in Varanasi and people are helped navigating the RTI territory
the fellows are also able to help with items that relate to what particular departments have a problem or have more
issues and help with implementation issues with issues from these departments
the fellows also make appointments to visit with the departments that are creating particular problems with the
issues of implementation of RTI.
It appears that the departments are now being forced to remain accountable because of the work that Asha Fellow
is doing.
There was a particular department that was returning RTI requests unopened-the Asha Trust workers were able to
change this practice
There are 11 commissioners who are supposed to be working on RTI issue but for example in Varanasi, there are
only 2 commissioner, so Asha Trust is working to get that changed, to get more commissioners appointed to meet
the minimum requirements
Asha Trust was able to force the reopening of several closed cases; they have been able to get several answers
from the authorities
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major applications that have been filed regarding ground water level-because there have been no effective
measures being taken for it. people are having a problem obtaining permits to dig tube wells, etc. an RTI was filed
asking about what happened to these applications?
these applications resulted in more people to be able to get permits but it appears that there are still problems to
be fixed. The issue of ground water recycle was not dealt with so Asha trust is trying to identify local villages that
have public ponds per the 1952  Supreme Court order. IT appers that in most places where the ponds exist only
on paper and yet the village is able to get money from NREGA to develop ponds. Now with Asha Trust work there
are Ponds being dug.
another example is that there was a mandir in varanasi that was taken over by the government-they formed a trust
12 years ago but there is no accountability, there was money being depostied in the account of the trust but there
is no accountability. also there was also a donation box which has a lock on it and no one has even opened the
locks to the box for over 7 years. No one knows where the keys to this box are, no one  audited the books of the
mandir trust. because of the work that Asha Trust did, they were able to break the box and get about 10-20 Lakhs
in the mandir lock box. there is about Rs. 6 lakhs deposited in the mandir trust for the last 12 years.
for now at least they are being forced to take all steps to clear their books and be transparent.
another example there was a building being built in Varanasi- they were trying to encroach into a neighbours plot.
the RTI revealed that the land on which the building was being built was public interest land which is illegal to
handover to any private entity. Asha Trust did a Dharna at the plot after they found out that the land was public
land. Now the building construction has stopped, hopefully there will be some progress that can be made to
identify and ensure that this won’t happen.
have any people been arrested or sanctioned for these illegal activities? It appears that these people are very well
connected so it is hard to get them arrested. there was a recent arrest of an officer who billed Rs. 65000 for
bleaching powder order to clean a well that mostly cost Rs. 1500 maximum to built. this was discovered through
the RTI work but it is not easy to get strict sanctions. 
the Asha Trust is working towards accountability 
for RTE they have created a booklet towards educating the local schools and tutions center but now all the
unregistered schools have to be shut or face penalties upto Rs. 10 Lakhs or more. If one wants to run a school,
they need a land of their own and do a registration of the school. The sad thing is that the kids in these schools are
from middle class families who cannot afford the expensive schools but will suffer with the poor quality of the
government schools
there were school wise survey done of the government schools by Vallabh and sent a report to the Board of
education with the details of the schools and what is going on in the schools.
the government schools have to make changes per the RTE to teacher student ratio, etc. 
what is happening to the Asha Samajic vidyalaya? they will all have to be closed down except Ballia and
Rajatalab
so they are trying to get the kids in the remaining schools relocated to comparable government schools, trying to
get the 25% quota implemented in the government schools, etc. the only good part is that there could be some
ways to get the schools to appoint our school teachers and take our kids, like a merger or something
how do we help the current projects from shutting down and becoming vulnerable to being shut down. the schools
should be proactive and point out the gaps that they are filling in the community which the government is not filling
also have a signature campaign to address the block development officer and the education officer about the fact
that the school is essential to the community
also do a concentrated campaign to get the 25% quota implemented.
the act has a lot of built in checks and balances to ensure that schools where children are suffering get extra help,
etc. but there is no system to help the children. so shutting down the local community school will not be beneficial
at all.
the issue is that there are fines that will be charged to the schools that are not registered government schools-and
it appears that a new bribery mechanism will be created with the School Management Committee where they will
take bribes not to shut down the school.
The issue is also that the communities who will be impacted by these changes are not sophisticated enough to be
able to advocate for themselves so Asha Trust makes an important contribution is being able to advocate for the
rights of these people whose kids will otherwise be stuck between a rock and a hard place.
Non organized sector workers like mom and pop shops, fishermen who have been fishing for years have
organized to help the fishermen carry out their trade that they have been doing for years. The unorganized sector
is suffering from new malls, chains, etc. 
Vallabh will send us all the publicity materials and all the press related to all the items mentioned above
The fellowship document does not have any explicit guidance on increases for fellowships. The document
mentions an increase in the cap from 20K to 25K (25% increase). 
Since we have not revised the funding for our fellows for a long time (Vallabh since 2006, Aheli/Saurabh since
2008), the projects team suggest we increase it by 33% from 15K to 20K.

we will set up a poll to approve the annual fellowship amount 
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